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Abstract: Treetop walkways are unique trail constructions. Their support structure suspends a
walkway platform several meters from the ground, shuttling among the canopies of trees in the forest.
Many countries have built canopy trails for forest recreation, tourism, and other uses. In certain cities,
the treetop walkway is no longer a single building unit or forest trail in the narrow sense, and is
planned as a multi-functional urban public landscape. This study reviews the development of treetop
and elevated forest trails, introduces several representative cases, and provides a comprehensive
reference point that fills previous research gaps. We also analyze the Fu Forest Trail, the most
representative treetop walkway in China through, inter alia, its modular system, elevated structural,
and design appearance. We explore the background and application of treetop trails that connect
residents and the environment as a multifunctional urban public landscape in China, and related
future research directions. We conclude that treetop walkways have many distinct advantages,
and are becoming trendy in forest trail development; there is excellent potential to transform them
creatively and innovatively into high-quality forest infrastructure or urban public landscape for
public benefit.

Keywords: treetop walkway; forest recreation; modular system; elevated structural design; Fu Forest
Trail; human habitat environment; urban public landscape

1. Introduction

The rapid development of recreation has changed the functional value and manage-
ment directions of land types. The forest is a typical example of this: the value of modern
forests is no longer reflected in economic benefits from the direct use of wood [1]. People’s
forest needs and demands are gradually moving toward healthcare and fitness, tourism
and recreational values, and landscape appreciation experiences [2–6]. In the United States,
Canada, Australia, Japan, and many European countries, millions of people frequently
visit forests for recreational activities every year, and this number is rising [7,8], making
forest recreation research particularly significant [1].

Effective forest trail planning and aesthetic designing can improve the attraction of
forest areas and promote their recreational value, promoting economic benefits [1,2,8,9].
The trail is an important infrastructure with many functions for the forest area. First, it is
a landscape corridor that plays a role in organizing the landscape space. Well-designed
forest trails enable visitors to enjoy the forest landscape more thoroughly than poorly
designed structures do [1]. Second, people rely on forest trails for hiking, cycling, forest
bathing, family communication, and social activities. Many forest recreational activities can
relieve stress and promote relaxation among visitors completing forest trails [10–15]. Trail
designers must consider the needs of visitors by improving their structural characteristics
to meet the relevant attributes [1,2,9].
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In the 1980s, a new form of forest trail appeared in dense forests: the treetop walkway
comprising a support structure for a walkway platform in the air that allows pedestrians to
travel freely between the canopies. With various improvements in the past three decades,
treetop walkways are now quite visitor-friendly, with comprehensive functions that meet
the multifarious needs of the public [16]. First, like a ground-based trail, a treetop walkway
ensures that the public integrates with nature in a relaxed state. Its users can exercise
in a reasonably safe way while enjoying the rehabilitative effect of the forest, facilitating
sightseeing, sports, and ecological recuperation in daily life. It is an integration of the
forest trail and building structure, and has advantages that ground-foundation forest trails
lack: more possibilities for design, rich structural changes and unique visual effects, better
adaptability to complex terrains, and impressive recreational experience. Recent research
has demonstrated that elevated trails may have a positive effect on tourists’ restorative
experiences and psychology with respect to place attachment and well-being because of
their deep recreational involvement and significant user preferences [17,18].

So far, several canopy trails have been built in Australia, New Zealand, Singapore,
Germany, China, and other countries [19]. Some of these are located in national nature
reserves and virgin forests, serving as science popularization and sightseeing corridors.
Some, designed to be futuristic and aesthetic buildings, constitute core holiday attractions
for tourists, promoting commercial forest recreational tourism. Beyond these, in urban
forests, treetop walkways no longer comprise a single building unit or forest trail in the
narrow sense, but make up an elevated slow-walking system that spans long distances, rich
supporting facilities, and urban public landscapes connecting residents with environment,
while improving the livability of the city. Indeed, in certain mountainous cities of China,
they have become a principle means of promoting forest recreational development and
improving the living environment [20–22], or the main connecting structure of mountainous
greenways. However, research on treetop trails is still scarce, and there is as yet no
comprehensive review on this distinctive trail-building. This study aims to fill this gap in
research and clarify important aspects of elevated forest trails for interested scholars.

In this study, the origin and development of treetop walks are introduced, and global
information on 40 treetop walkways is summarized (Table A1) and their particularities
or advantages over ground-based forest trails are explored, focusing on projects related
to livelihood and the human habitat environment, particularly the Fu Forest Trail, the
most representative treetop walkway in China. This study explores the Fu Forest trail in
detail based on the hypothesis that its design could constitute a reference point that many
mountainous and hilly cities can imitate (e.g., the modular system, elevated structural
design, appearance, planned objectives, and the combination of functional design and
engineering efficiency) and thus contribute to the better livelihoods of the locals.

2. Materials and Methods

The survey began in 2017. Materials collection and other related research about
treetop walkway lasted for 4 years. But suspension bridge walkway without architectural
supporting structure, and some bridge winding through rocks and cliffs were excluded
from the study.

The materials for this study were predominantly obtained from:

1. An original survey of the origin, development, and latest research trends on many
cases of treetop walkways from dissertations and journals.

2. We visited and explored the official websites of scenic spots where treetop walk-
ways are located and the official websites of their management departments and
design units to collect the specific information and details of each case (e.g., geo-
graphical location, current situation and management condition, flow of tourists
and its evaluation).

3. With the assistance of the urban planning department, we obtained valuable im-
ages and text materials, including the relevant planning documents, design guide-
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lines, engineering construction materials, and text related to the background of
urban development.

4. Site visit and on-site photos.

We employed a narrative approach to elaborate on the findings of our study.

3. Results
3.1. Origin and Development
3.1.1. Early Designs

Treetop walkways were originally created to meet the need for scientific research on
canopy species in 1981 by the entomologist Terry Erwin. In his research on beetles in the
Panamanian rainforest canopy [23], he discovered numerous new species and extrapolated
that there were many potential species in the crown of plants not yet discovered [24,25].
To observe and obtain specimens of arboreal animals, insects, epiphytes, and lianas and
investigate the morphology of trees and leaves in the tree canopy, researchers took the
following measures: using ropes, ladders, hydraulic cranes, and pulleys fixed by iron rods,
as well as domesticated macaque monkeys to help in sample collection [23,26]. To travel
freely within the canopy area and minimize the damage to the canopy and surface ecosys-
tems, researchers finally designed an arboreal high-wire network that can be suspended,
the first prototype of the treetop walkway [23,27]. Scientific discoveries of the tree canopy
stimulated efforts to take the public up into the forest heights. With the fading of the canopy
research boom, the design concept of the treetop walkway gradually shifted toward afford-
ing the people popular science, fitness, forest recreation, and sightseeing experiences. Many
such routes were opened to the public in the early 1990s and became widely popular [28].
In the 21st century, increasing numbers of treetop walkways have been “transplanted” in
the urban area, to become unique urban landscapes and livelihood projects.

In 1987, O’Reilly’s Treetop Walk, considered the first treetop walkway in the world,
was opened to the public at Lamington National Park in Australia [29]. Since then, such
trails have become popular attractions in forest areas, nature reserves, and national and
botanical parks far away from city centers [23]. The structures of early designs were
generally simple, some being similar to suspension bridges. The main materials used were
wood, steel bars, and relatively rough iron chains. They afforded visitors a rare experience
of biodiversity and forest charm from a unique perspective and quickly became the most
attractive scenic spot within each area after their completion. For example, the Valley of the
Giants Tree Top Walkway at Walpole-Nornalup National Park in Australia passes through
a 400-year-old forest of red tingle trees. Not only does it provide a convenient path for
researchers to get close to the canopy of this rare tree species, which is endemic to the
Australian mainland, but it has also become the trendiest attraction and a popular science
corridor for this forest area after being opened to tourists due to its suspended height
of 40 m. At that time, the Valley of the Giants and the elevated trail received enormous
exposure in the media and were adopted as a tourist site for Western Australia [30]. Before
its completion, the scenic spot received about 120,000 tourists annually; after the completion
of the trail in 1996, it saw a significant increase in visitors (especially from 1999 to 2003,
which remained relatively constant with a mean of 200,134 visitors annually) [28,30–32]
(Figure 1). The primary purpose for tourist visits was the treetop walk (Figure 2). The
Valley of the Giants earned over AUD 2.5 million in revenues by 1999; by July 2003, over
1.3 million people (many of them repeat visitors) had visited the site [33–38]. The same
situation occurred in the Royal Forest of Salcey, Northamptonshire, UK, where visitor
numbered 500,000 over the first 2 years after the opening of a treetop walkway 300 m long
and 20 m high. The forest department had to restrict the number of visitors during the
holidays [39].
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3.1.2. Improvement and Development

At the turn of the 21st century, to meet the higher demand of urban residents for
sightseeing and recreation, the structural design of treetop walkways focused on safety,
stability, and beauty [40]. The treetop walkway in Kew Gardens, designed by Marks
Barfield Architects, is a typical example from this period.

For the trail’s 200 m length and 18 m suspended height, a truss structure was adopted.
Circular rest platforms were placed at all the joints of the bridge deck truss and lower
supporting structures. The design team organized the truss structure following a Fibonacci
sequence. The density of the truss web members increases where the load increases,
displaying the visual effect of the web members as they gradually became denser from the
center of the truss to both ends. This forms the facade characteristic of the entire elevated
walkway. The web members of the truss also act as balustrades. Designers believed that
suitable design work can deepen the harmonious relationship between people, architecture,
and the natural environment. In addition to the steel, which is colored dark brown (similar
to wood), all the supporting structures embedded in the bottom concrete pile also imitate
tree branches and present a Y-shape to hide the unnatural appearance of artificial buildings
and make the steel footpath more vivid, thus integrating the trail and the surrounding
environment in an elegant fashion [41–43] (Figure 3).
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In the past decade, with the growth of sightseeing, the unique experience of treetop
walking, and the science popularization of biodiversity, treetop trails have developed
into popular forest recreation and entertainment projects in some countries. Combined
with ticketing management, tourism exploration, camping, souvenir sales, catering, and
other activities, it is thriving as a branch of the highly commercial forest tourism industry,
so much so that specialized companies or organizations now undertake their design,
construction, and management.

For example, Canopy 01, an ecotourism company located in Tasmania, Australia,
has a complete set of designs, construction, operations, and investment promotion plans
for canopy trail projects [44]. They have developed many projects in Australia and New
Zealand (e.g., the Otway Fly Treetop Walk, Tahune Airwalk, and Illawarra Fly). They are
participating in more development of forest tourism and leisure projects related to treetop
walkways in Ireland, Cambodia, Canada, the United States, among others. The Westcoast
Treetop Walk in the rainforest of Christchurch is a highly commercialized canopy trail
project that has become a landmark tourist attraction in New Zealand, also a famous project
of Canopy 01. The elevated platform is suspended 20 m from the ground and is made of
polished reinforcing bars that join a 40-m-high viewing tower, Hokitika, overlooking the
Southern Alps, Lake Mahinapua, and the entire rainforest reserve [45]. Many barrier-free
ramps were designed to facilitate the passage of wheelchairs and baby carriages to allow
people of all ages. Commercial support facilities include a cafe, a small restaurant, a pub, a
tourist center that can accommodate 120 people, a souvenir retail store, and parking lots.

In Europe, the design of treetop walkways and the operation modes of commercial
tourism are now standardized. In particular, Germany has a well-rounded design concept
and rich experience for the construction of overhead forest walkways and many successful
achievements in their commercial operation and tourism promotion. Designers and opera-
tors are clear regarding tourists’ experiences and preferences to create exciting and novel
theme projects, leading to fun-filled tourism that has yielded considerable commercial
benefits. For the past 10 years, die Erlebnis Akademie Ag (eak) of Germany has successfully
built and operated more than 10 commercial-forest tourism projects with the theme of
overhead forest trails in the holiday regions of the Bavarian forests and the national forest
parks of the Czech Republic, Slovenia, Austria, France, and other European countries
(Figure A1) [40,46–55]. These trails all have similar design principles: The long-distance
treetop walks are more than 1000 m long, with a suspended height of about 20 m, mean-
dering through beech, firs, spruce trees, and other common mixed species of continental
climates. The highlights are giant lookout towers (the average height is above 40 m) at
the end of the walkways that provide visitors with an impressive bird’s-eye view as a
sightseeing experience (a dry slide often runs through the middle of the observation tower
that the tourists may use to shorten the way back down while enjoying a healthy dose
of adrenaline). The nature experience facilities are easily accessible to all, so that visits

https://www.kew.org/kew-gardens/whats-in-the-gardens/treetop-walkway
https://www.kew.org/kew-gardens/whats-in-the-gardens/treetop-walkway
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are effortless for the target groups of families with toddlers and prams, as well as senior
groups. Even wheelchair users and people who rely on rollators can easily use the paths.

3.1.3. New Roles in Livelihood and Urban Environments

In 2008, Singapore National Parks Board took the lead in introducing the design
concept of the treetop walkway into the dense forests and parks of Southern Ridges to
improve the national greenway (park connector) network. The Southern Ridges Greenway,
9 km in length, consists of four green patches (Mount Faber Park, Telok Blangah Hill
Park, Hortpark, Kent Ridge Park) and seven mountainous trails (Marang Trail, Faber Trail,
Henderson Waves Footbridge, Hilltop Walk, Forest Walk, Alexandra Arch, and Canopy
Walk). Of these, the Hilltop Walk and Forest Walk of the Telok Blangah Hill Park section
are treetop walks with complete steel structures. The Canopy Walk, which passes along
Kent Ridge Park, is at a 16 m height with woody materials [19,56]. The 284 meters long
Henderson Waves Footbridge has an overhead height of 36 m, providing visitors with an
excellent bird’s eye view. The Alexandra Arch is a pedestrian overpass with a modernist
design style and a main entrance for citizens to start the footpath line and avoid the traffic
flow (Figure A2) [56–58].

The Southern Ridges Greenway connects the urban street blocks to various mountain-
ous parks and suburban forest reserves through long-distance treetop walkways and other
structures. It provides high-quality areas for citizens to hike, sightsee, and exercise. It is also
the first successful attempt to introduce the long-distance treetop walkway into an urban
built-up area. Thus, it has assumed a new role in urban public landscape design. Further,
it has provided an inspiration for Chinese planners: The Fu Forest Trail, as representative
of the projects in China, refers to the design and construction experience of the Alexandra
Forest Walk in various respects.

3.2. The Fu Forest Trail of China
3.2.1. Construction Overview

The Fu Forest Trail (Figure 4) is the first elevated trail in China made entirely of
steel. It shuttles through the dense mountainous forest of the Jinniu mountainous area
of the Fuzhou urban district. The company known as Look Architects (Singapore) was
predominantly responsible for the design work. The main route, with a length of 6.2 km,
adopts an elevated structure. There were also many kilometers of ground-based walkways
built during the same period as an adjunct. The total length of the forest trail network is
more than 19 km, covering a mountainous forest area of 175 hm2, and the construction
area is nearly 48.7 hm2 [59,60]. The route connects more than 10 mountainous parks, with
various supporting facilities such as the bird’s-eye view sightseeing platforms, observation
towers, teahouses, a tourist center, catering centers, and an upcoming business center with
an area of 3 hm2 (some facilities were reconstructed from small abandoned mines and bus
parking lots).

At the beginning of 2016, a trial operating section was opened to the public for the
first time. This aroused widespread social attention. It received an average of around
20,000 tourists daily during this period. In the first three days of the Spring Festival holiday
of 2018, 194,000 people visited the area [22]. In August 2018, the project was completed,
and at least 200,000 people living in the surrounding urban areas had fair and convenient
opportunities to enter the forest through the ten entrances in the route for daily recreational
activities. The Fu Forest Trail has made the Jinniu mountainous area the most popular
urban forest in Fuzhou.
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3.2.2. The Modular System and Elevated Structural Design

It is difficult to install large construction machinery in the mountainous forest area of a
city center. This is a problem that almost all the treetop walkway projects face. The architects
proposed an innovative modular structure: basic prefabricated module combinations for
easy transportation and assembly around the site. All modules could be systematically
connected and dynamically adjusted.

As Figure 5 shows, an all-welded steel truss structure atop the walkway consists of
seven modules: three junction modules, including “L1” (a single-column straight junction
module), “L2” (a single-column curve junction module), and “L3” (a double-column
bending junction module). The Y-shaped columns are supported directly at the bottom of
the junction modules. There are four segment modules: “R1” (a linear segment module),
“R2” (a curved segment module), “S1” (a leisure module with shade sheds and seats), and
“T1” (a viewing platform module with partial widening).

Flanges were used to consolidate the segment modules, mortise structures were used
to link the junction and segment modules, and all the bolt holes between the sockets were
hinged with high-strength bolts. In terms of slope control, the junction modules L1, L2, L3,
and leisure module S1 are flat, while segment modules R1, R2, and T1 have a 1:16 (part of
the flat slope) gentle slope. Visitors can thus easily stroll on the elevated walkway, as if on
the ground. All steel modules were manufactured in the factory before being delivered to
the destination for assembly. Therefore, to create the overall structure of the Fu Forest Trail,
the modules were arranged in various ways and eventually combined into a walkway
system that could be adapted to different terrains (Figure A3). The tree canopy walkway at
Kirstenbosch National Botanical Garden adopted a similar construction technology: It is
made entirely of galvanized steel components constructed offsite by Prokon Services at
their workshop in Blackheath, and the giant pieces of this skeleton were then fitted together
on site. This modular system simplified the complexity of the installation process and
reduced adverse interference in the natural environment of the site. Thus, it has possible
promotional value in future design practices.
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according to reference [22]).

Just as with the Kew Garden of London, the Y-shaped column under the walkway
platform, assembled with invisible nuts and bolts, imitates the simplified shape of tree
branches. However, the site topography of Kew Garden varies only slightly, the supporting
piers of the Fu Forest Trail are more complicated in design. To match the heights of the
walkway platforms, the architects designed ten column forms and chose the most suitable
column at any time among them based on the changes of terrain. Y-shaped columns with
concrete bases (Figure 6a) are used over 3 m above the ground (six types, Types A to F),
and steel structure columns (Figure 6b) with pile caps were used for the spans less than 3
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m above the ground (Types X1 to X4). The base of the column is embedded to a depth of
1.2–1.5 m below the ground to ensure the stability and safety of the entire structure.
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3.2.3. Design Appearance and Construction Materials

With its rhythmic curves, the Fu Forest Trail presents the public with a flexible, creative,
futuristic, and expressive visual impact.

We can examine several important nodes in the route as examples. First, the north
of Jinniu Sports Park houses the huge spiral staircase entrance, with 210 m of loop length;
its outer ring measures 24 m in diameter, while its inner ring measures 18 m. Occupying
limited space, the spiral design not only meets the basic needs of users but also reduces
the volume and span of the entrance structure (Figure 7a). A similar design appears in
the Meifeng Mountainous Park section. The designers built the elevated trail above the
lake by means of the spiral circular winding of the steel truss. Some columns are directly
fixed in the lake water, allowing walkway platform to get closer to the lake, allowing
tourists to comfortably enjoy the lake landscape with a different perspective while walking
above the water (Figure 7b). Further, for the public to enter the main line of the forest
trail directly instead of crossing the crowded motor vehicle lane against traffic flow, an
unsupported overhead bridge spanning 72 m (Figure 7c) was built as an overpass of the
Honggan Road [20,22].
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In addition to the eye-catching landmark of the route, each section of the Fu Forest
Trail has its own characteristics that combine with the site’s landform and geomorphology
to create a design with a continuous and futuristic expression. Moreover, materials made
entirely of galvanized steel have a design lifespan of more than 30 years and are recyclable
and sustainable.

3.2.4. Details

According to the barrier-free walking standard, the bridge deck was paved with
25 × 5 mm steel grating plates at intervals of less than 1.5 cm, which can meet the diverse
needs of people (including the disabled) for leisure, fitness, and sightseeing. A rest pavilion
or shade pavilion was set up every 200 m along the forest trail to facilitate resting and
enjoying bird’s-eye views. The elevated walkway was connected to the ground-based
walkways, climbing stone steps, bicycle lanes, and gyroidal vehicle lanes to form a ring
network enabling visitors to move freely and quickly in the mountainous area. In areas
with a significant height difference, vertical elevator provide convenience and shortens the
detour time.

3.2.5. Other Supporting Facilities

These include the following:

• The main entrances, exits, and landscape nodes of the trail are equipped with many
touch screens and LED display screens that provide information such as introduc-
tions to scenic spots, popular science explanations on plants and mountain ecology,
convenient service inquiries, PM 2.5 numerical display, and real-time broadcasts of
temperature and humidity.

• In the rest platform and visitor service centers covered by a 4G wireless network,
tourists can comment on the Fu Forest trail service management and sightseeing
experience on the official website at any time.
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• All entrances and exits are equipped for daily video monitoring, intelligent analysis,
and passenger flow statistics. The information system also integrates functions such
as one-click help, emergency broadcast, and forest fire monitoring.

• In 2019, the LED lighting system of the trail was completed, allowing citizens to enjoy
night scenes in the forest (Figure A4).

3.2.6. Construction Treatment for Minimum Environmental Interference

The greatest degree of protection for the natural environment and biodiversity is
always an important consideration in treetop walkway design practices. First, in the case
of the Alexandra Forest Walk and the Fu Forest Trail, the distance between columns was
designed to be as wide as possible so as to minimize damage to the surface vegetation. The
average distance between columns of the Fu Forest Trail is 14.4 m, which is the longest
yet built, and the use of single supporting piers minimizes the foundation’s surface while
greatly reducing the adverse impact on the ground vegetation. Second, the hollowed-out
walkway grid plate will not block the sunlight for ground plants. Moreover, during the
construction of the trail, to reduce the impact of large-scale engineering equipment on forest
vegetation (besides transporting materials by hand, mule, and cable), the construction team
developed two patented technologies: the “bridge deck crane” and “sliding hoisting”. Thus,
the constructed bridge deck was used as a track platform to transport heavy equipment or
steel components that had to be assembled, so that the lifting equipment and large steel
components did not need to be transported on the ground, reducing the damage to plants
during construction.

3.3. Other Elevated Forest Trails in China

Unlike the profit-oriented projects in Australia or European countries, most of the
treetop trails in China are located in urban forest areas and were designed or constructed
by government planning departments as free public facilities. The main purpose of con-
struction is to provide better forest recreation areas for citizens, create equitable recreational
opportunities, improve the livability of the city, coordinate urban planning, and promote
the construction of urban greenway. Such a functional orientation has become a trend
because the government is fully willing to make huge financial investments for healthy
public lifestyles and to improve the environment. By 2020, China built eight long-distance
canopy trails on which hundreds of millions of dollars were spent. Public feedback has
been positive. For example, before 2015, Jinji Mountainous Park was still a semi-closed
area and few citizens would enter the forest area for recreation. However, the tourist flow
volume of the Park rose rapidly after the construction of the 2.7 km “City Viewing Plank
Road” (Figure A5). In a statistics survey of the tourist flow volume conducted by Fuzhou
Gardens Bureau from 18 to 24 April 2016, the total numbers of tourists of Jinji Mountainous
Park was rated the fourth (Figure 8) of the 28 major parks or public green spaces of the city.
Thus, the new walkways have attracted citizens to the natural environment and changed
citizens’ recreational habits to a significant extent [61–63].

Chinese planners also deliberately use long-distance walkways to connect urban nodes
or green spaces and create a comprehensive linear recreation system and multifunctional
urban public landscape for the elevated forest walkway, and hence the length of the
footpath is constantly increasing. The Xiamen Mountains-to-Sea Trail (Figure 9), completed
in 2020, spans a total length of 23 km, of which over 10 km are elevated, making it the
longest treetop walkway in the world. A total of eight urban forests and three urban inner
lakes are connected by the trail with docks, beaches, parks, small exhibition halls, museums,
healthcare centers, and temples. It is equipped with enriching recreational service facilities
and many intelligent devices. The 52 entrances and exits set up along the route allow
citizens to enter and exit the trail freely [57].
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4. Discussion
4.1. Particularities and Advantages of Architectural Structures
4.1.1. Adequate Room for Design Creation and Improvement

From the first public opening of treetop walkways, designers have been committed
to constantly improving almost every aspect of their design, including its shape, struc-
ture, materials, and construction methods. The initial structures (similar to a suspension
bridge) did not have stable support foundations and reliable material sources. Currently,
standardized components, sturdy materials, standard construction processes, and even
exquisite night lights are used for layout planning. Compared to the ground-based forest
trails built with stone steps, the integration of architectural structures adds many possi-
bilities to treetop walkway designs. In limited forest spaces, designers could deepen the
environmental perceptions of users by adjusting the length of the recreational route or
changing the height or angles of the elevated walk planes, creating art works with visual
impact through complex geometries, and opting for aesthetic design through innovations
in appearance, structure, or materials. Designers are beginning to understand how to
combine the disciplines of architecture and exhibits to create an advanced design catering
to public changes in aesthetic perception [64].

The Limb-Tree Canopy Walk of Morris Arboretum, University of Pennsylvania (Figure 10),
is one of the most elaborate canopy walkways. The design team not only built a more circuitous
path with a zig-zagging walkway that offers a series of opportunities to enjoy the vistas, but
also incorporated a hanging viewing pavilion that imitates birds’ nests. It is made of natural
tree-derived materials, and some areas incorporate the characteristics of Japanese and Chinese
gardening and architecture into the structure [65]. Similarly, Rotorua Redwoods Treewalk
(Figure A6) is a design-oriented forest tourism project in New Zealand. Visitors traverse the
gaps between majestic 120-year-old redwood trees by a 700 meters long suspended walkway
that provides breathtaking and stunning views from a bird’s-eye perspective during the daytime.
Visitors can enjoy an iconic nocturnal tourism experience at night too, with the Redwoods
Nightlights created by a professional lighting design team [66].

Figure 10. The Limb-Tree Canopy Walk of Morris Arboretum, University of Pennsylvania: (a) The
section view of a hanging viewing pavilion that imitates birds’ nest, (b) the side elevations of the
walkway, and (c) walkway photos (Source: https://www.archdaily.com/95781/morris-arboretum-
tree-adventure-metcalfe-architecture-design, accessed on 31 July 2021; and reference [65]).

https://www.archdaily.com/95781/morris-arboretum-tree-adventure-metcalfe-architecture-design
https://www.archdaily.com/95781/morris-arboretum-tree-adventure-metcalfe-architecture-design
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It is important that such design upgrades obtain recognition and acceptance easily,
from the public or more professional evaluation teams. According to research on the Fu
Forest Trail [16,59,60], appearance design has a high degree of acceptance by local residents,
more than 70% of respondents think that the appearance and shape of the trail possess a
high level of design and an aesthetic feeling. The trail has also won various international
awards for its architectural design and in inhabitation environment [20,22,60].

4.1.2. Improved Adaptability for Complex Terrains

Compared to the ground-based mountainous trails, treetop walkways are better able
to cope with the complex elevational changes of mountainous terrain. Ground-based trails
are always limited by the terrain and often cannot provide the best viewing experience
or a bird’s-eye view for visitors. Canopy trails allow greater freedom for route planning
and significantly improve the recreational value of sightseeing. In particular, with the
adoption of the modular system, designers can adjust the combinations of modules and
the height of supporting structures in advance to achieve the maximum fit to varying
terrains and overcome barriers. Furthermore, their designs seldom sacrifice the comfort
and trafficability of users. The bridge decks have gentle slope changes with as few steps as
possible, making them suitable for disabled people in wheelchairs or parents pushing baby
carriages, as they can walk on a walkway suspended several dozen meters in the air just as
easily as on the ground [57]. For example, the ratio of slope height to horizontal length is
limited to less than 1:16 in the Fu Forest Trail, no matter how the terrain changes, and the
maximum gradient range of projects in Europe is 2–6% (Figure A7).

4.1.3. Unique Recreational Experiences

The unique overhead structure and the undulating slope changes of the sites of these
walkways have had effects on the public viewing field, aesthetic impression, touch, and
enjoyment when walking, creating a completely different perception from the ground-
based trails, including visual, tactile and psychological experiences. The numerous treetop
walkways in Australia, New Zealand, and forest tourist areas of Europe deepen the view-
ing experience through a combination of elevated bridge decks and super-high viewing
platforms. Research on the perceptions and experiences of the Fu Forest Trail [17,60,64,67]
has found the public to report a significant preference for and recognition of the enjoyment
generated from the above-ground structures. The overall microclimate effect of the trail
is better, with a positive effect on one’s physical comfort and enjoyment [68,69], and the
public has gained strongly positive experiences of the sightseeing (e.g., vivid viewing
angles, surprising urban skylines from bird’s-eye view) [59,60], tactile sensations, and
textures of the construction materials of the trail [60].

4.1.4. Lower Developmental Impact on the Ecological Environment

In nature reserves and ancient forest areas, the ecological environment through which
trails pass are often primitive and fragile. Compared to ground-based forest trails, treetop
trails often do not entail drastic transformations of the original terrains. The contact areas
between the building foundations and the ground are usually small, and the pedestrians
cannot damage the precious “exhibits” in the forest areas easily because they cannot
also leave the trails casually [70]. Maximum protection of the natural environment and
biodiversity remains an important consideration in design practice, with extremely strict
requirements for environmental protection during development; therefore, the design and
construction of the trail must ensure a minimum impact on the ecosystem and be integrated
with its the surroundings where possible. In the Royal Forest of Salcey, to protect the rare
orchid species on the ground and the endangered great crested newts living in the ponds, a
separate team of consultants was appointed by the Forestry Civil Engineering Department
in the U.K. to carry out all necessary measures to ensure attention to environmental
protection before the walkway construction could start. In the process of construction, the
contractor was required to conduct a close check daily and be ready to facilitate random
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visits from “Natural England,” an environmental supervision department—if any newts
died during the construction, this could have caused a 9-week delay [39].

4.2. Urban Public Landscapes: A Link Connecting Residents with the Environment

Landscapes are the medium of communication between humans and the natural
environment, and between individuals and others. From this viewpoint, it can serve to
convey countless potential values [71]. The design practices of nearly five years show that
treetop walkways are progressing beyond the scope of a single architectural design to be
regarded gradually as a benign intervention in urban development through the medium
of the urban public landscape. Therefore, they carry multi-level and cross-domain social
values and missions.

In 2015, Fuzhou was ranked the world’s 10th fastest growing metropolitan area by
the Brookings Institution [22]. This rapid economic development has brought about many
complex environmental and social issues. Among them, the contradiction between the
rapid development of cities and protection of mountainous and forest areas is the most
acute. Flat terrain is often more suitable for residential and developmental purposes;
however, mountainous and hilly terrain accounts for 72.68% of the Fuzhou urban area,
leading to higher costs and greater restrictions on development in the urban mountainous
areas. During the past half century, the municipal government and planning department
issued various mountain protection plans (Secondary planning of Fuzhou Urban Master
Plan, 1958, 1984, 1998, and 2008), but most of them still adopted the policy of closed
management of mountainous forest areas. The mountains were divided, enclosed, and
isolated by an increasing number of buildings, and some of the less prominent mountains
disappeared during rapid urban constructions. Mountains were no longer a symbiotic and
integrated entity with the city, but were distant from citizens’ daily lives [72].

Urban managers and local researchers have explored new strategies that can develop,
protect, and benefit peoples’ livelihoods. This significant change in planning ideas occurred
after 2008, when the successful practice of Alexandra Forest Walk provided Fuzhou plan-
ners with the idea of establishing an elevated slow-walking system adapted admirably to
the mountainous terrain. Urban managers planned to redevelop the mountains of the cen-
tral area through modern forest walkways, just as with the Southern Ridges of Singapore,
to provide citizens with new recreational areas for sightseeing, exercise, and mountain
climbing, and opportunities to get close to the natural environment. Consequently, the
organization that designed the Alexandra Forest Walk, Look Architects, was invited to
undertake the development of urban forest trails in the Jinniu Mountainous Area.

The Fu Forest Trail has become a unique landmark within the city center. Additionally,
it is fulfilling the mission of a urban public landscape, linking the residents with their
natural environment. Since it provides ideal public accessibility, it has altered people’s
recreational habits to a certain extent, facilitating healthy lifestyles and allowing residents
a dose of environment. In the overall plan of the Fuzhou greenway network (2013), 16
hilly greenways spanning a total length of 160 km will rely on the elevated walkway as the
main connecting structure. This is planned to be established in the next 5–10 years in the
urban mountainous and forest areas [73]. The core value of the treetop walkway has been
recognized and promoted by certain mountainous and hilly cities in the southeast of China
because it provides a new perspective on benign urban interventions.

4.3. Research Directions

Despite many forest walkways in existence, insufficient attention has been paid by
the academia to this unique form of trail-building, and its theoretical research foundation
remains weak. We recommend that improvements in elevated forest walkways must be
studied through urban planning, architecture and landscape architecture, forest manage-
ment, tourism, and other disciplines. Possible directions of study are presented below.

1. Cost reduction and building material improvements: An elevated forest walkway is
significantly more expensive than a trail on the ground. This constitutes an obstacle to
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its future promotional process. For example, the STIHL treetop walkway of Westonbirt
National Arboretum, which spans 300 m, cost GBP 1.9 million to build [74,75]; Kew
Treetop Walkway was made from over 400 tons of weathered steel [43]; after more
than eight years of design and construction, the Adirondacks Wild Walk with 390 m
cost 84 tons of steel and US$ 5.5 million [76]; the Alexandra Forest Walk of Singapore
and other Chinese city projects also cost millions of dollars. Once such a trail is
included in urban greenway planning, it spans a longer distance and has higher safety
requirements, making trail-building structures significantly more complex, needing
higher steel consumption. Thus, the simplification of its structural design requires
more advanced technologies, durable and cheaper materials, and in-depth research
in structural engineering [77].

2. Optimization of recreational experiences and potential of recreational value: A tar-
geted improvement will certainly hold rich returns for profit-oriented projects. Some
research institutions in Australia have carried out information collection research of
tourists, based on some early cases like O’Reilly’s Treetop Walk and Valley of the
Giants Treetop Walk. However, some new cases worldwide have not been further
studied. In the past 20–30 years, the preference and recreational behavior of tourists
are changing over time. More comprehensive systems for data collection, processing,
and evaluation of tourists’ experiences and feedback should be instituted with faster
and more advanced design improvements for recreational experiences, as well as
tourism management support and architecture improvements.

3. A harmonious coexistence between humans and the environment: Although many
commendable measures have been taken, a lot of potential exists in the protection
of urban mountainous forest areas, involving how to carry out a more definite and
feasible plan regarding sustainable development in urban mountainous and forest
areas based on the elevated walkway system, and more efficient measures to mini-
mize interference in the environment during construction. Some issues need to be
considered, such as the negative impact of the night lighting on wildlife, especially
the LED night lighting are disastrous for birds and phototactic insects.

4. Planning and design: This includes elevated structural designs, design appearance,
tourism route planning (e.g., determining the best tourist route based on the Geo-
graphic Information System), utilization of the urban greenway network, and the
design of night lighting.

5. Tourism operation and management: This includes the application of intelligent
devices, day-use facilities, upgrades, visitor safety improvements, better trail-side
guidance and sign systems, science popularization, and interpretive sign systems.

5. Conclusions

The study employed a narrative approach to introduce and provide an overview of,
treetop walkways and their novel features. It collected and discussed practical information,
explored the social value of treetop trails in the harmonious coexistence of humans in
their environment, and considered their particularities and advantages. We confirmed
that: the design of these walkways impacts various fields and groups of people. Therefore,
understanding suitable designs helps the environment, disadvantaged groups, forest
management policymakers, and environmental researchers. The study also analyzes
how the design allows the natural environment to remain unharmed from unnecessary
traversing through the ground trails, and thus assists researchers.

To the author’s knowledge, there has been no previous comprehensive review of this
unique trail-building topic. Thus, elaboration and reference points of this study could fill
the gap in previous research, assist interested scholars in understanding elevated forest
trails, and serve as an inspiration to city planners.

Moreover, in the process of continuous improvement and application practices, treetop
walkways have been transformed from cross-border designs that couple architectural
structures and forest trails into an urban public landscape conveying a wide range of multi-
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level social values. The Fu Forest Trail is a typical case. We explored it in as much detail as
possible in this article; numerous pictures and information are provided. We figured that it
is an excellent creative and innovative engineering example under the framework of strict
design principles to benefit the public and realize the perfect combination of functional
design and engineering efficiency. As a milestone of urban public landscape design, the
Fu Forest Trail can be a reference case that many mountainous and hilly cities can follow.
Meanwhile, we hope that even more excellent designs come up to meet the increasing forest
recreational needs and help bridge the distance between people and their environment.
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Appendix A

Table A1. Basic information about global treetop walkways.

No. Name OT * Location EL * (m) MSH *(m)
Main Uses

Designers/
Contractors/OwnersCFTP * FRF * UPL * UMG *

1 O’Reilly’s Treetop
Walk 1987 Lamington National Park,

Australia 160 16
√

2
Valley of the

Giants Tree Top
Walk

1996

Walpole-Nornalup
National Park, 430 km
south of Perth, Western

Australia, Australia

600 40
√

WATC., DALM.

3 Tahune Airwalk 2001 Tahune Forest, Hobart,
Tasmania State, Australia 620 30

√
Canopy 01

4 Otway Fly Treetop
Walk 2003 Melbourne, Australia 600 30

√
Canopy 01

5 Sungai Sedim
Treetop Walk 2004

Sedim River Recreation
Park, Sungai Sedim

Amenity Forest, Kedah,
Malaysia

925 50
√

7 Salcey Treetop
Walkway 2005 The Royal Forest of Salcey,

Northamptonshire, UK 300 20
√ Forestry Civil

Engineering
Department

8

‘Promenoir des
Cimes’ L’Escaut

Plain Natural Park
Treetop Walkway

2006
Atop the mountain in
L’Escaut Plain Natural

Park, Bonsecours, France
60 16

√
Arcadus Architects

9 Kew Treetop
Walkway 2008 Royal Botanic Garden of

London, UK 200 18
√ Marks Barfield

Architects

10 The Greenheart
TreeWalk 2008 UBC Botanical Garden,

Vancouver, Canada 310 20
√ University of British

Columbia
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Table A1. Cont.

No. Name OT * Location EL * (m) MSH *(m)
Main Uses

Designers/
Contractors/OwnersCFTP * FRF * UPL * UMG *

11 Alexandra Forest
Walk 2008

Telok Blangah Hill Park
and Kent Ridge Park of

Southern Ridges, Singapore
1600 16

√ √
LOOK Architects

12 Illawarra Fly
Treetop Walk 2008

Knight’s Hill, Kiama
Municipality, New South

Wales, Australia
472 30

√
Canopy 01

13
The Bavarian
Forest Treetop

Walkway
2009

Steigerwald Mountainous
Area, Bavarian Forest

National Park, Germany
1300 25

√ Die Erlebnis Akademie
AG (eak)

14 Limb-Tree
Canopy Walkway 2009

Morris Arboretum of the
University of Pennsylvania,

USA
140 15

√ Metcalfe Architecture
& Design, PA

15
Lianhua

Mountainous
Plank Road

2011

Lianhua Mountainous
Area, urban district of
Longyan City, Fujian

Province, China

3800 15
√ Local urban

construction
department

16 Westcoast Treetop
Walk 2012 Christchurch, New Zealand 450 20

√
Canopy 01

17 The Lipno Treetop
Walkway 2012 Lipno-Stausee Forest, The

Czech Republic 675 20
√ Die Erlebnis Akademie

AG (eak)

18 The Kirstenbosch
Canopy Walkway 2013

Kirstenbosch National
Botanical Garden, Cape

Town, South Africa
130 12

√ Mark Thomas
Architects

19
The Naturerbe

Zentrum Rügen
Treetop Walkway

2013 Rügen Island, Germany 1250 17
√ Die Erlebnis Akademie

AG (eak)

20 The STIHL
Treetop Walkway 2014

Westonbirt National
Arboretum,

Gloucestershire, UK
300 13

√
Glenn Howells

Architects (design
work); Buro happold
(engineering work)

21

‘Baumwipfelpfad
Schwarzwald’ The

Black Forest
Treetop Walkway

2014 Bad Wildbad, Baden
Württemberg, Germany 1250 20

√ Die Erlebnis Akademie
AG (eak)

22
Rotorua

Redwoods
TreeWalk

2015 Rotorua, New Zealand 700 20
√

Cambium GmbH

23
City Viewing

Plank Road of Jinji
Mountain

2015
Jinji Mountainous Area,
urban district of Fuzhou,
Fujian Province, China

2680 27
√ √ Fujian Rongsheng

Municipal Engineering
Co., Ltd.

24 Adirondacks Wild
Walk 2015

The Wild Center of
Adirondacks, New York

State, USA
390 15

√ Adirondacks Park
Agency

25 The Fu Forest
Trail 2016

Jinniu Mountainous Area,
urban district of Fuzhou,
Fujian Province, China

6200 15
√ √ LOOK Architects and

Arup Singapore Pte.
Ltd.

26 The Saarschleife
Treetop Walkway 2016

Saar-Hunsrück Natural
Park, Saarschleife Area,

Saarland, Germany
1250 23

√ Die Erlebnis Akademie
AG (eak)

27 Plank Road of
Huagai Hill 2016

Mountainous area in urban
district, Foshan City,

Guangdong Province,
China

1600 20
√ Local urban

construction
department

28
Daping

Mountainous
Greenway

2017
Daping Mountainous Area,
urban district of Quanzhou,

Fujian Province, China
4040 20

√ √ Local urban
construction
department

29
The Krkonoše
National Park

Tree Top Walkway
2017 Krkonoše National Park,

The Czech Republic 1511 24
√ Die Erlebnis Akademie

AG (eak)

30 The Bachledka
Treetop Walkway 2017 The Bachledova Valley, The

Slovak Republic 1234 24
√ Die Erlebnis Akademie

AG (eak)

31
Forest Science
Popularization

Plank Road
2017 Huanglong County, Yan’an,

Shanxi Province, China 1390 24
√ √ Local urban

construction
department

32 Qingjing Skywalk 2017 Qingjing Farm, Nantou,
Taiwan, China 1200 15

√
Heinrich Roth GmbH
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Table A1. Cont.

No. Name OT * Location EL * (m) MSH *(m)
Main Uses

Designers/
Contractors/OwnersCFTP * FRF * UPL * UMG *

33
The

Salzkammergut
Treetop Walkway

2018 Grünberg, Salzkammergut,
Austria 1400 21

√ Akademie AG in
Austria

34
Mount Archer

Treetop
Broadwalk

2018 Frazer Park, Rockhampton,
Queensland, Australia 500 12

√ Rockhampton
Regional Council

35 Neckertal Treetop
Walkway 2018 Town of St. Gallen,

Mogelsberg, Switzerland 500 16
√

36 The Serralves
Canopy Walkway 2019 Serralves Park, Porto,

Portugal 260 25
√ Carlos Castanheira,

CC&CB Architects

37
Xiamen

Mountains-to-Sea
Trail

2020 Urban district of Xiamen,
Fujian Province, China 10,200 25

√ √ Xiamen Municipal
Development

Company

38 The Pohorje
Treetop Walkway 2021

Atop Rogla Mountain, the
heart of the forests of the

Pohorje, Republic of
Slovenia

1043 20
√ Die Erlebnis Akademie

AG (eak)

39 The Alsace
Treetop Walk 2021

Northern Vosges Nature
Park, Drachenbronn Town,

France
1050 29

√ Die Erlebnis Akademie
AG (eak)

40 The Usedom
Treetop Walk 2021 The Island of Usedom,

Germany 1350 23
√ Die Erlebnis Akademie

AG (eak)

* OT: open time; year opened to the public; EL: elevated length; the length of the elevated segment; MSH: the maximum suspended height;
CFTP: commercial forest tourism projects; FRF: forest recreational facilities; UPL: urban public landscape; UMG: urban mountainous
greenway. This refers to projects included in urban greenway plans; WATC: Western Australian Tourism Commission. DALM: Department
of Conservation and Land Management.
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https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Southern_Ridges, accessed on 15 July 2021; and reference [56]). 
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Figure A5. The pictures of “City Viewing Plank Road” of Jinji Mountainous Park in Fuzhou. 
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Figure A7. Treetop walkways with gentle slope changes are friendly to disadvantaged groups. The disabled in wheel-
chairs in (a) the Fu Forest Trail, (b) the Lipno Treetop Walkway, the Czech Republic, and (c,d) in the Bavarian Forest 
Treetop Walkway, Germany. 
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